Yamaha fuel management gauge

Quick Links. Peak meter bridge for the 02r96 digital mixing console 2 pages. Page 3: Button
Operations The Command Link Multifunction Meter The operations of the set button and the
enables the display of information through mode button are described in this manual as digital
communication with the engine. Page 5: Table Of Contents Table of contents 1. Tachometer unit
Page 6: Tachometer Unit 1. Tachometer unit NOTE: Depending on the model of the outboard
motor, some functions may not be compatible. For information on models which contain the
compatible functions, consult a Yamaha dealer. Tachometer Trim meter The tachometer The
trim meter shows Then, all the displays come on and the display switches to the normal display
after the total hour display comes on. Page 9: Multifunction Display Multifunction display
Multifunction display When the engine start switch is turned to The multifunction display shows
various OFF, the last display shown is shown first information using numeric values or graphwhen the engine start switch is turned to ON ics. When the battery voltage decreases to 12 volts
or less or increases to 16 volts or more NOTE: the voltage value blinks. Severe engine damage
can result. Consult a Yamaha dealer. Speedometer Fuel meter Shows the speed of The fuel
meter shows the boat. Then, all the displays come on and the display switches to the normal
display after a few seconds. When the fuel level is low, the last segment blinks. TEMP shows the
ambient water tempera- ture. The been installed local time is easily displayed by calculating
TRIP shows the information from the speed the longitude information received from the sensor
converted to the distance traveled. The indicator of the selected meter function settings. Setting
up the meters Activating for the first time After installing the meters, be sure to turn To install
the meters and the optional sen- the engine start switch to ON when the sors and to connect the
meters to the power is supplied for the first time. Printed in Japan March â€” 1. Print page 1
Print document 36 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Command Link Round Tachometer. Product ID:
6YT This streamlined tachometer is multi-network, simplifying the rigging process. Compatible
with either digital or mechanical-control outboards, it offers incredible functionality, and
enables variable trolling speed. Product ID: 6Y Compatible with either digital or
mechanical-control outboards, it offers incredible functionality, monitoring fuel economy, flow,
tank level and more. Product ID: 6YA Measures engine RPMs with high accuracy and easy
readability in virtually all conditions. Available in the white faceplate design, its distinctive
appearance will complement any dash. Direct faceplate illumination on gauge allows for easy
night-time viewing. Warning indicators included in the gauge face. Displays engine trim position
to ensure a smooth ride. Provides accuracy and easy readability in virtually all conditions.
Available in the white faceplate design. Monitors battery performance with accuracy and easy
readability in virtually all conditions. Distinctive appearance will complement any dash. Displays
fuel tank levels with accuracy and easy readability in virtually all conditions. Available with in
the white faceplate design. Measures surface water temperature with accuracy and easy
readability in virtually all conditions. Requires temperature sender for installation. Monitors the
water pressure in your outboard in PSI to alert you to possible overheating. Provides high
accuracy and easy readability in virtually all conditions. Requires pressure sender for
installation. Displays engine hours with an LCD read out, high accuracy and easy readability in
virtually all conditions. Direct faceplate illumination on gauges allows for easy night-time
viewing. Pro Series Tachometer. Pro Series Fuel Level Meter. Displays fuel tank levels with high
accuracy and easy readability in virtually all conditions. Pro Series Voltage Meter. Pro Series
Water Temperature Meter. Measures surface water temperature with high accuracy and easy
readability in virtually all conditions. Pro Series Water Pressure Meter. Provides you with high
accuracy and easy readability in virtually all conditions. Product ID:. Requires pressure sender.
Pro Series Hour Meter. Available in the black faceplate design, its distinctive appearance will
complement any dash. Available win the black faceplate design, its distinctive appearance will
complement any dash. Available in the black faceplate design. Pro Series Tachometer for
2-Stroke Engines. Official Yamaha Displays engine trim position to ensure a smooth ride. Enter
your boat and outboard specs for rigging options. Filters Gauges. Rigging Selector Enter your
boat and outboard specs for rigging options. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Contact
the seller. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered
or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or
tab. Seller information pompanobchmarinectr Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Yamaha fuel management gauge. Sign in to check out Check out as
guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Fast and safe Shipping. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global

Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:.
Pompano Beach, Florida, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See
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peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
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window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
This gauge was removed for a repower. Please look carefully at the pictures and ask any
question as all sales are finial. All payments must be made through paypal. Shipping and
handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional
import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and
includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items
available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or
9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout.
Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
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Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There
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Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable
at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the
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browser. Yamaha Multifunction Gauge installation. Thread starter Mokie Start date Mar 25,
Mokie Recruit. Joined Mar 24, Messages 3. I need help installing a Yamaha Multifunction Tach. I
have an '03 Yamaha hp 4 stroke. The gauge came with a harness with two plugs that run back to
the motor, and I believe 4 or 5 wires that run to the inition switch. So far I have only been able to
locate one plug coming off the motor, and I believe it only has two wires going into it from the
motor - the wiring harness has 4 wires in each plug. Couple of folks I talked to at Yamaha said
that my motor should have both plugs, but I can only find one, I even pulled the boat over to the
nearest Yamaha dealer and they were also unable to locate the other plug. I checked a newer
motor, 07 I believe, and it had two plugs coming off the motor. Some people have told me that
newer motors only have 1 plug, but that clearly is not the case. My plan now is to hook up what
wires I can without pulling the harness through the hull, and see what functions I get on the
tach. Several people said I should get RPM from the ignition connection, is that true? I was
really hoping to get the trim function to work. Unfortunately I don't have all the part numbers
from the motor and the gauge in front of me, but I'll be happy to supply if someone needs them
to answer my questions. Thanks for any assistance. Joined Sep 1, Messages 20, Re: Yamaha
Multifunction Gauge installation the engine should have 2, one is alarm the other trim, in 05 they
went to one. Re: Yamaha Multifunction Gauge installation Thanks for the response. On the only

square 4 way plug I can find coming off the motor, there are only two wires going into it from
the motor. It is a female plug. On the male side running to the console is a black wire, a pink
wire, and a brown wire that is capped off before it goes anywhere. There is another plug right
next to this four way which is round and has eight wires coming out of it. I took a picture of it
which I could send but I don't know how to attach. Any thoughts? Joined May 11, Messages 5.
Re: Yamaha Multifunction Gauge installation Well it appears we have similar problems. The unit
I received seems to be for pre The harness has two plugins and 4 wires. My Yamaha 40 is and it
has only one plugin and two wires. How did you resolve your issue? Re: Yamaha Multifunction
Gauge installation in 05 yamaha changed from two plugs on the engine to one, however the
harness between the engine and console remains unchanged. Re: Yamaha Multifunction Gauge
installation Pictures are not problem. So here is what I have. Pics are at this site. One has two
wires green and green with red stripe Harness has two connectors on both ends with four wires
in each. Pictures show it well. The gauge seems to do its prestart test fine and if I start engine
tach works fine. Only thing acting funny is trim it, pegs out at five and flashes but never
changes no matter where I put it. Any help with this would be great!! TheFin Seaman. Joined
Jan 27, Messages Here are the settings. JPG Re: Yamaha Multifunction Gauge installation
r1cook double check your dip switch settings on the tach as per thefins thumbnail. Re: Yamaha
Multifunction Gauge installation Thanks --and sorry for high jacking!! Three hours standing on
my head wiring in this baby made me light headed and desparate!! Actually thought blending
them together would bring in more info to help both the originator and myself. Dips are fine but
the adapter thing is interesting--off to the dealer!! After reading post again I realized we were
talking about 2 different part numbers and I called Yamaha to confirm. Joined Jul 16, Messages
2. Re: Yamaha Multifunction Gauge installation Wrong place. You must log in or register to reply
here. Login or Sign Up. Fuel Management Gauge. Posts Latest Activity. Page of 2. Filtered by:.
Previous 1 2 template Next. Fuel Management Gauge , AM. I did a search and did not see
anything related to my problem. The gauge for the system is not reporting fuel usage.
Sometimes it does work properly and sometimes it doesn't. Almost as if there is a loose or
corroded connection somewhere. When it is not working, all it reads is all zeros as in the pic.
The little icon in the lower left corner blinks continually, even when it works. Kinda wonder what
that icon is also. As I stated, the problem is intermediate. When we left the dock yesterday it
read all zeros up until the boat cut on the Jetties. Then it started reading gph usage and g. Then
it went back to zeros. All while just cruising along. When it does start reading again, it starts
from scratch. If it says I burned 5 gallons and then stops reading, once it starts again, they
gallons starts over. I was wondering where to start trouble shooting. Where do the wires go
from the gauge? To the motor? To another area in the boat? Hopefully it is a loose or corroded
connecting somewhere, since it does read all zeros instead of just going black. So the gauge
itself is still getting power. First I opened up the back to get to this. I assume it checks the fuel
flow and is part of the system. Tags: None. Removed it to open and clean. Kinda dirty Likewise,
though the little wheel inside it moved freely when I blew on it. Clean both pieces real good.
Comment Post Cancel. Then I cleaned the connector to it with electrical cleaner. I then opened
up the center console to check for the voltages like you said. Once opened, I started to check all
connectors leaving the gauge and cleaning them also. I saw this one where the arrows are
pointing. It was pulled out just enough to stay in place but not make contact. It looks to be a
ground wire connector. Actually it was only held in place by the rubber. We went out after I did
all this and it still read all zeros all day long. At least up until we were headed in and when we
reached the jetties, it started to work fine again. I did see on the search I did some tips on
checking out other things with it. So I will do them this morning and double check everything
including voltage readings with my fluke meter. I believe the Icon your asking about is your
water separator warning indicator. Still not working and is about to drive me nuts. Someone told
me to remove the wheel assembly from fuel lines, then blow through the input part and the
gauge should start reading. I did this, heard the wheel spinning, but the gauge still reads all
zeros. I also pulled the wiring from the wheel assembly through the hull to the center console
and checked it for cuts, nicks or anything and it looked good. Now I am contemplating replacing
the wires from the wheel assembly to the gauges first. Then move on to replacing the gauge. Or
just go ahead and put it in the shop at this point. On the end of my wire harness to the
assembly, I have two identical plugs, one plugs into the wheel assembly and other never has
been plugged into anything. The one plugged into the assemble has green tape on it and the
other red tape. Two more wires on it also, one is yellow with a black stripe and the other a
ground. All of them were taped up together and when I twisted the wires around, the icon
started flashing again. After awhile it stopped and I twisted them together again and it started
flashing again. EDIT: I'm now leaning with russfer on the icon. Last edited by FirePro ; , PM. Ok,
I finally fixed it! I got to thinking about checking the harness before I replace it. So I used the

Fluke meter set to Ohms I think to check to see if the harness wires were broken anywhere. I
hooked one lead to the purple wire under the console and the other lead to the end connector
right before the wheel assembly. I did this for the orange wire and it was good. The black
ground turned out to be bad. In the above pic, you can see the part of the harness that plugs
into the wheel assembly at the back of the boat. Top connector with the green tape is what is
being used. The second harness with the red tape is for a second motor. The other wires are for
the water fuel separator and is an option that is not being used on the boat. The ground wire
coming off the top harness to the bottom connector turned out to be bad in a section right
where it bends. I hooked one lead to the top connector and started probing the wire from the
bottom connector back, until the Fluke went to zeros and started beeping. It ended up being
right up past that bend in it. So I cut the wire there to discover the wire inside was powder as
you can see in the below pic. So I then worked my way an inch at a time towards the to
connector, stripping it each time until I got to good solid wire, which was still black and not
copper looking. So I used Tarn-X to clean the wire back to being shiny. I then cut the wire about
two inches right before the middle connector. Stripped it and cleaned it also. Then tested it from
that point to under the console. It tested good. So I then connected both good ends together,
testing the wire again from the top connector to the connector under the console, it tested
good. Then spraying the new connection with Corrosion-X and then heat shrink tubing. Tested
it one more time, and then taped it all up real good. I connected it back to the wheel assembly
and blew through it, spinning the little wheel Got to thinking, maybe the fuel triggers it to read.
So I put the wheel assembly back where it belongs, checked all the connectors and fired up the
motor and the gauge read finally. That way, I now have fuel readings, from the assembly wheel,
the speed gauge and the sight glass below. Yea, came close to
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buying the new cable online yesterday. Found it for 46 bucks. But then the old brain kicked
into second gear. Nice I love these type of posts. Excellent pictures, methodical troubleshooting
and posted to completion. Wish I was that organized! FirePro, Not knowing anything about the 2
stroke because I run a F Then you just empty it, refill it with clean fuel and screw it back on and
away you go. Great post as I am about to try and trouble shoot my Gage. Twin fs and neither
reads. I just purchased the boat and it hasn't worked yet. Thank you for the detailed walk
through. Also the water indicator does nothing if it isn't connected. I saw mine flashing and
changed out filters etc. Then found out that it isn't connected to anything. The individual tach
gages for the motors have their own indicators. Im reading zeros Great detailed thread can you
help me and if you can just tell me what wires to start on I can't reach the gauge and the sender
unit wires at the same time. Yes No. OK Cancel.

